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1. INTRODUCTION
In 1935, G. Gruss proved the integral inequalityÈ
1 1 1b b b
f x g x dx y f x dx ? g x dxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H Hb y a b y a b y aa a a
1
F F y f G y gŽ . Ž .
4
w xprovided that f and g are two integrable functions on a, b satisfying the
condition
w xf F f x F F and g F g x F G for all x g a, b .Ž . Ž .
1The constant is the best possible and is achieved for4
a q b
f x s g x s sgn x y .Ž . Ž . ž /2
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For other similar results, generalizations for positive linear functionals,
discrete versions, determinantal versions, etc., see Chapter X of the book
w x1 due to Mitrinovic et al., where further references are given.Â
In this paper, we point out a version of Gruss's inequality in innerÈ
product spaces and study its particular cases for positive linear functionals.
Some new integral inequalities of Gruss's type are also pointed out.È
2. THE RESULTS
The following theorem holds:
Ž Ž .. Ž .THEOREM 1. Let X ; ?, ? be an inner product space o¤er K K s R, C
5 5and e g X, e s 1. If f, g , F, G are real or complex numbers and x, y are
¤ectors in X such that the condition
Re Fe y x , x y f e G 0 and Re Ge y y , y y g e G 0 2.1Ž . Ž . Ž .
holds, then we ha¤e the inequality
1 < < < <x , y y x , e e, y F F y f ? G y g . 2.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .4
1The constant is the best possible.4
Proof. First, let observe that
x , y y x , e e, y s x y x , e e, y y y , e e .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Using Schwarz's inequality in inner product spaces, we have
2 2 2
x y x , e e, y y y , e e F x y x , e e ? y y y , e eŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
2 22 25 5 5 5s x y x , e y y y , e .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
2.3Ž .
On the other hand, a simple computation shows that
225 5F y x , e ? x , e y f y Fe y x , x y f e s x y x , eŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
2.4Ž .
and
225 5G y y , e ? y , e y g y Ge y y , y y g e s y y y , e .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
2.5Ž .
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Taking the real part in both the above equalities, we can write
Re F y x , e ? x , e y f y Re Fe y x , x y f eŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
225 5s x y x , e 2.6Ž . Ž .
and
Re G y y , e ? y , e y g y Re Ge y y , y y g eŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
225 5s y y y , e . 2.7Ž . Ž .
Ž .From the condition 2.1 we deduce now
225 5x y x , e F Re F y x , e ? x , e y f 2.8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
and
225 5y y y , e F Re G y y , e ? y , e y g . 2.9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
2Ž . < <Using the elementary inequality 4 Re ab F a q b holding for real or
Ž . Ž .complex numbers a, b, for a [ F y x, e and b [ x, e y f, we get
21 < <Re F y x , e ? x , e y f F F y f 2.10Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . 4
and, similarly,
21 < <Re G y y , e ? y , e y g F G y g . 2.11Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . 4
Ž . Ž .Consequently, using the inequalities 2.3 ] 2.11 , we have successively
2 2 22 25 5 5 5x , y y x , e e, y F x y x , e y y y , eŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
F Re F y x , e ? x , e y fŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .
= Re G y y , e ? y , e y gŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .
1 2 2< < < <F F y f G y g16
Ž .from which we get the desired inequality 2.2 .
1To prove that the constant is sharp, we can restrict ourselves to the4
5 5 5 5real case. Let e, m g X with e s m s 1, e H m and assume that
f, g , F, G are real numbers. Define the vectors
f q F F y f G q g G y g
x [ e q m and y [ e q m.
2 2 2 2
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Then
2F y f
Fe y x , x y f e s e y m , e q m s 0Ž . Ž .ž /2
Ž . Ž .and similarly Ge y y, y y g e s 0, i.e., the condition 2.1 holds. Now, let
observe that
f q F G q g F y f G y g
x , y s ? q ?Ž . ž / ž / ž / ž /2 2 2 2
and
f q F G q g
x , e e, y s ? .Ž . Ž . ž / ž /2 2
Consequently,
1 < < < <x , y y x , e e, y s F y f ? G y g ,Ž . Ž . Ž . 4
1which shows that the constant is sharp.4
3. APPLICATIONS FOR ISOTONIC FUNCTIONALS
Ž .Let F T be an algebra of real functions defined on T and L a subclass
Ž .of F T satisfying the conditions:
Ž .i f , g g L implies f q g g L;
Ž .ii f g L, a g R implies a f g L.
A functional A defined on L is an isotonic linear functional on L
provided that
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a A a f q b g s a A f q b A g for all a , b g R and f , g g L;
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .aa f G g, that is, f t G g t for all t g T , implies A f G A g .
Ž .The functional A is normalized on L, provided that 1 g L, i.e., 1 t s 1
Ž .for all t g T , implies A 1 s 1.
Usual examples of isotonic linear functionals are integrals, sums, etc.
Ž .Now suppose that h g F T , h G 0 is given and satisfies the properties
that fgh g L, fh g L, gh g L for all f , g g L. For a given isotonic linear
Ž . Ž .functional A: L “ R with A h ) 0, define the mapping ?, ? : L = LA, h
“ R by
A fghŽ .
f , g [ . 3.1Ž . Ž .A , h A hŽ .
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Then this functional satisfies the following properties:
Ž . Ž .s f , f G 0 for all f g L;A, h
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ss a f q b g, k s a f , k q b g, k for all f , g, h g LA, h A, h A, h
and a , b g R;
Ž . Ž . Ž .sss f , g s g, f for all f , g g L.A, h A, h
The following results of Gruss's type for isotonic linear functionals hold.È
Ž .PROPOSITION 1. Let f , g, h g F T be so that fgh g L, fh g L, gh g L,
h, f , g g L. If g , G, w, F are real numbers such that
g F f F G , w F g F F 3.2Ž .
Ž .and A: L “ R is an isotonic linear functional with A h ) 0, then we ha¤e
the inequality
A fgh A fh A gh 1Ž . Ž . Ž .
y ? F G y g F y w 3.3Ž . Ž . Ž .
A h A h A h 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
and the inequality is sharp.
Ž .Proof. Choose e s 1. Then e, e s 1 andA, h
1
Ge y f , f y g e s A G y f f y g h G 0Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .A , h A hŽ .
and
1
Fe y g , g y w e s A F y g g y w h G 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .A , h A hŽ .
Ž .respectively. Applying Theorem 1 for ?, ? we getA, h
1f , g y f , e e, g F G y g F y w ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .A , h A , h A , h 4
which is equivalent to the desired inequality.
The following corollary holds:
Ž .COROLLARY 1. Let f , g g F T so that fg, f , g g L. Suppose 1 g L and
Ž .A is a normalized isotonic linear functional. If g , G, w, F satisfy 3.2 , then we
ha¤e Gruss's inequalityÈ
1A fg y A f A g F G y g F y w 3.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .4
and the inequality is sharp.
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The following proposition also holds.
Ž . 2PROPOSITION 2. Let f , g, h, k g F T be such that fgh, fkh, gkh, k h, h
g L. If g , G, w, F are real numbers such that
g k F f F Gk and wk F g F Fk , 3.5Ž .
Ž . Ž 2 .where A: L “ R is an isotonic linear functional and A h s A k h ) 0,
then we ha¤e the inequality
A fgh A fkh A gkhŽ . Ž . Ž .
1y ? F G y g F y w 3.6Ž . Ž . Ž .4A h A h A hŽ . Ž . Ž .
and the inequality is sharp.
Ž . Ž 2 . Ž .Proof. Choose e s k. Then e, e s A k h rA h s 1 andA, h
1
Ge y f , f y g e s A Gk y f f y g k h G 0Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .A , h A hŽ .
and
1
Fe y g , g y w e s A Fk y g g y wk h G 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .A , h A hŽ .
respectively.
Ž .The proof follows now by Theorem 1 applied for ?, ? and we shallA, h
omit the details.
The following corollary holds.
Ž . 2COROLLARY 2. Let f , g, k g F T such that fg, fk, gk, k g L. If
Ž .g , G, w, F satisfy 3.5 , then for any isotonic linear functional A: L “ R such
Ž 2 .that A k s 1, we ha¤e
1A fg y A fk A gk F G y g F y w 3.7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .4
and the inequality is sharp.
4. APPLICATIONS FOR INTEGRALS
Ž .Let V, S, m be a measure space consisting of a set V, a s-algebra S of
subsets of V, and a countably additive and positive measure m on S with
 4 2Ž .values in R j ‘ . Denote by L V the Hilbert space of all real valued
< Ž . < 2 Ž .functions x defined on V and 2-integrable on V, i.e., H x s dm s - ‘.V
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The following proposition holds.
PROPOSITION 3. Let f , g, h be measurable functions on V such that
2Ž .h, fh, gh, fgh g L V , h G 0, and there exist the constants g , G, w, F such
that
g F f F G and w F g F F , a.e. on V . 4.1Ž .
Then we ha¤e the inequality
h x dm x f x g x h x dm xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
V V
y f x h x dm x g x h x dm xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
V V
2
1F h x dm x G y g F y w . 4.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H4 ž /
V
Ž .The inequality 4.2 is sharp.
The result follows by Proposition 1 applied to the positive linear func-
Ž . Ž . Ž .tional A f [ H f x dm x and provides a weighted generalization ofV
the classical Gruss's integral inequality.È
Another integral inequality of Gruss's type is embodied in the followingÈ
proposition.
PROPOSITION 4. Let f , g, h, k be measurable functions on V such that
2 2Ž .fgh, fkh, gkh, k h, h g L V . If g , G, w, F are real numbers such that
g k F f F Gk and wk F g F Fk a.e. on V , 4.3Ž .
and
h x dm x s h x k 2 x dm x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
V V
then we ha¤e the integral inequality
h x dm x f x g x h x dm xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
V V
y f x k x h x dm x g x k x h x dm xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
V V
2
1F h x dm x G y g F y w . 4.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H4 ž /
V
Ž .The inequality 4.4 is sharp.
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The proof is obvious by Proposition 2 and we shall omit the details.
This result has an interesting corollary as follows.
COROLLARY 3. Let f , g, k be measurable functions on V such that
2 2Ž .fg, fk, gk, k g L V . If g , G, w, F are real numbers such that
g k F f F Gk and wk F g F Fk , a.e. on V , 4.5Ž .
2Ž . Ž .and H k x dm x s 1, then we ha¤e the integral inequalityV
f x g x dm x y f x k x dm x g x k x dm xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H H
V V V
1F G y g F y w . 4.6Ž . Ž . Ž .4
Ž .The inequality 4.6 is sharp.
Remark 1. It is important to observe that our Gruss's type inequalityÈ
Ž .4.6 also holds for integrals considered on infinite intervals.
Ž . Ž .For example, if r : y‘, q‘ “ 0, ‘ is a probability density function,
q‘ Ž . 1r2 2Ž . 5 1r2 5i.e., H r t dt s 1, then r g L y‘, q‘ and obviously r s 1.2y‘
2Ž .Consequently, if we assume that f , g g L y‘, q‘ and
ar1r2 F f F Cr1r2 , br1r2 F g F Qr1r2 a.e. on y‘, q‘ ,Ž .
Ž .then by 4.6 we have the inequality
q‘ q‘ q‘
1r2 1r2f t g t dt y f t r t dt ? f t r t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H H
y‘ y‘ y‘
1F C y a Q y b .Ž . Ž .4
Finally, we would like to note that, in this way, we can state many
Gruss's type inequalities by choosing the well known probability distribu-È
tions
1
yt rlr t s e , t ) 0, l ) 0 exponential distributionŽ . Ž .
l
1
y< tyu < rlr t s e , l ) 0, y‘ - t , u - ‘ Laplace distributionŽ . Ž .
2l
or the Cauchy, Gamma, Erlang, Logistic, Maxwell]Boltzman, Pareto, or
Rayleigh distributions, etc.
We omit the details.
Remark 2. We would like to emphasize that Theorem 1 allows us to
state some integral inequalities of Gruss's type for complex mappings andÈ
sequences of complex numbers.
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w xFor example, if we assume that f , g : a, b “ C and g , G, w, F are
complex numbers with the property that
Re f x y w F y f x G 0 andŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Re g x y g G y g x G 0Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
w xfor any x g a, b , then we have the inequality
1 1 1b b b
f x g x dx y f x dx ? g x dxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H Hb y a b y a b y aa a a
1
< < < <F F y f G y g .
4
A similar result can be stated for complex numbers, namely:
If w , z g C and g , G, w, F are complex numbers with the property thati i
Re w y w F y w G 0 and Re z y g G y z G 0,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .i i i i
then we have the inequality
n n n1 1 1 1
< < < <w z y w z F F y f G y g .Ý Ý Ýi i i in n n 4is1 is1 is1
The proof follows from Theorem 1 applied for the usual complex inner
2Žw x . 2Ž .products defined on L a, b , C and l C and we omit the details.
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